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Integrating an Object-oriented Approach
and Rule-based Reasoning in the Design
of a Fabric Fault Advisory Expert System
Abstract
This paper describes the design of an expert system that not only offers advice to both textile
and non-textile users on fabric faults, but also assists in the diagnosis of fabric faults. The
expert system integrates both object-oriented and rule-based reasoning approaches. The
system is based on the premise that the design of a component should be separated from the
implementation details. In short, this means that the rules that manipulate a set of objects
exist separately from the same set of objects. Separation of object definitions from rules
that manipulate them in the knowledge base, and separation of the object-based knowledge
base from the object-based inference engine that infers conditions, means that any changes
made to any one of these components do not necessarily mean that changes to the other
components have to be made, and also that each of these components is autonomous.
Dependencies between components in an object in the object-oriented approach, the
extendibility of such systems, the inheritance properties, and reusability of objects are just
some of the advantages of adopting an object-oriented approach.
Key words: object-oriented, rule-based, expert system, fabric faults.

n Introduction
Expert systems can be of great use to
both textile and non-textile users. They
can offer substantial support when advice is sought on textile issues, with
fabric fault analysis being one of these.
When expert systems are used in the textile sector for fabric fault analysis, they
usually not only contain basic knowledge
on fabric faults, but also rules regarding
evidence and procedures leading to the
diagnosis of faults. A clearer insight into
the diagnosis patterns is presented.
The aim of this paper is to describe
an expert system which can identify
common fabric faults and can also act as
a source of information on fabric faults.
The system can be interrogated to give
an analysis of the characteristics of fabric
faults, and solutions for rectifying these
faults.
The significance of the expert system is:
n to enable users to query the knowledge base for fabric fault identification on the basis of a given set of
characteristics;
n to provide fabric manufacturers with
information on solutions to rectify
identified fabric faults;
n to act as a training guide for workers
and technicians in fabric manufacture;
n to provide fabric manufacturers with
technical information.
The design of the system is based on
an object-oriented approach coupled
with rule-based reasoning. On the other
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hand, separation of object definitions
from rules that manipulate them in the
knowledge base, and separation of the
object-based knowledge base from the
object-based inference engine, are supported in the system. This simply means
that any changes made to any one of
these components do not necessarily
mean that changes to the other components have to be made, as they are only
loosely coupled. Extending the system by
adding new objects is supported.

n Object-oriented approach
Objects are autonomous entities that
have a state and respond to messages. An
object is an entity that encapsulates some
private state information or data, a set of
associated operations or procedures that
manipulate the data, a possible thread
of control so that collectively they can
be treated as a single unit. A system is
object-based if it supports objects and
object-oriented if it supports the concept
of inheritance. Inheritance is a mechanism that permits objects to be developed
from existing objects simply by specifying how the new objects differ from the
originals. This means that an object may
inherit the behaviour and operations of a
super object. Object-oriented paradigms
have been discussed in various publications [3, 4, 8].
According to [37], object-oriented systems are uniform in that all items are objects and no object properties are visible
to an outside observer. All objects communicate using the mechanism of message
passing, and the processing activity takes
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place inside objects. Inheritance allows
classification, sub-classification and
super-classification of objects which permits their properties to be shared. In [36],
the object-oriented approach is defined
in terms of encapsulation, data abstraction, methods, messages, inheritance
and dynamic binding for object-oriented
languages. [38, 42] emphasise the idea
of message-passing between objects and
dynamic binding as fundamental to the
object-oriented approach.
Abstraction, in terms of object-oriented
concepts, is a technique that involves a
selective examination of certain aspects
of an application. It has the goal of isolating those aspects that are important
for an understanding of the application
and suppressing those aspects that are
irrelevant [6]. Forming an abstraction
in terms of objects is one of the fundamental tenets of the object-oriented
paradigm. In the application of different object-oriented methods, [26] has
shown that different methods facilitate
the abstraction of different objects within
the same problem situation. Data-driven
methods, such as object-oriented analysis
[8] and the object-modelling technique
[40], might identify and select objects
by concentrating on the data qualifying a
‘thing’ or concept in the situation. Alternatively, process-driven methods, such
as that of [45], may identify and select
objects by focusing on the processes in
the problem situation.
Reusing software components which
are already available facilitates rapid
software development and promotes the
production of additional components.
Taking components created by others is
better than creating new ones. If a good
library of reusable components exists,
browsing components to identify opportunities for reuse should take precedence
over writing new ones from scratch. Inheritance is an object-oriented technique
that boosts reusability [7, 17, 23, 31].

Figure 1. General structure of an expert
system.

n Components of an expert
system

attributes values and applies these values
to rules that use them in their premise.

The components of an expert system include the knowledge base, inference engine, knowledge acquisition component,
and explanation system as illustrated in
Figure 1.

Knowledge acquisition. Most expert
systems continue to evolve over time.
New rules can be added to the knowledge
base by using the knowledge acquisition
subsystem.

Knowledge base. The permanent
knowledge of an expert system is stored
in a knowledge base, which contains
the information that the expert system
uses to make decisions. This information presents expertise gained from top
experts in the field, in the form of facts
and rules. Facts are minimal elements of
the knowledge which must be identified
before anything else. For example, ‘A bar
is a fabric fault’ is a fact. Rules consist
of if….then statements, where a given
set of conditions will lead to a specified
set of results. If a condition is true then
an action takes place. For example, ‘if
the picking space is different from the
normal cloth, then a pick bar results’. A
frame is another approach to capture and
store knowledge in a knowledge base. It
relates an object to various facts or values. Expert systems using frames to store
knowledge are also called frame-based
expert systems. Semantic nets, neural
networks and fuzzy logic are other methods of representing knowledge in expert
systems.

Explanation subsystem. Another unique
feature of an expert system is its ability to
explain its advice or recommendations,
and even to justify why a certain action
was recommended. The explanation and
justification are carried out in a sub-system known as the explanation subsystem.
This enables the subsystem to examine
its own reasoning and explain its operations. The ability to trace responsibility
for conclusions to their sources is crucial,
both in the transfer of expertise and in
problem solving.

Inferencing. The purpose of the inference engine is to seek information and
form relationships from the knowledge
base and provide answers. It determines
which rules will be applied to a given
question, and in what order, by using
information in the knowledge base. The
inference engine drives the system by
drawing an inference from relating usersupplied facts to a knowledge-base rule,
and then proceeding to the next fact and
rule combination [5].
Two types of inference methods which
are typically implemented in expert systems are backward and forward chaining.
Backward chaining is an approach that
starts with the goal, e.g., ‘Which fabric
fault is it?’ and works through a potential
thesis until it reaches a fact that supports
the thesis. A forward-chaining inference
engine is goal-oriented in the sense that it
tries to prove a goal or rule conclusion by
confirming the truth of all its premises.
These premises may themselves be conclusions of other rules. It is a method
that begins with a set of known fact or
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n Related work
Software developers would not want to
give up the capabilities of modern-day
development environments and libraries
that accompany the object-oriented approach. So ideally, the two paradigms of
object-oriented approach and rule-based
reasoning are both available [21, 32]. The
systems that combine the two paradigms
of object-orientation and rule-based reasoning implement a rule-based system as
a library in object-oriented programming
languages. Examples of these have been
given in [15, 24 and 34]. This research
takes an approach of designing the whole
system using objects and applying rules in
object form to manipulate these objects.
In textiles, rule-based expert systems have
been applied in dyeing recipe determination [9, 10, 20], for the selection of fluorescent whiteners [1], for three dimensional
computer-aided intelligent design of garments [29], for fabric engineering [2, 33]
and the analysis of defects in textiles [41].
Expert systems may incorporate other
knowledge representation methods, such
as frames, semantic nets, neural networks
and fuzzy logic, besides rule-based reasoning. In textiles, neural networks have
been applied in the identification of fabric defects [25, 43], in prediction of garment drape [16] and in fabric engineering
[14]. Fuzzy logic has been applied to an
intelligent diagnosis system for fabric inspection [27], while Bayesian networks
have been applied in intelligent tutoring
system in textiles [28].
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the facts are represented as objects that
describe the fabric faults in the form of
their characteristics and solutions. The
rules are represented as operations to
store and query these characteristics and
solutions. The objects in the knowledge
base, inference engine and explanation are stored as objects in the form of
software modules. For such objects the
standard inheritance mechanisms of object-oriented approach are applied. The
system is therefore modular.
Software process definitions have to be
changed over time. An architecture that
separates the rule base and the object
descriptor in the knowledge base, the
knowledge base and inference engine,
gives that flexibility by allowing changes
to each of the components without affecting the other components [13].
Figure 2. Components of the proposed architecture.

Several approaches to developing software
applications with rule-based knowledge
advocate making the knowledge explicitly separating it from other functionality
have been looked at in [11, 13, 18, 39].
Integration of rule-based knowledge and
object-oriented functionality with linguistic symbiosis is examined in [12].

Figure 3. Object diagram.
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Fabric faults

n Components of the system’s
architecture
The proposed architecture identifies
objects for the knowledge base, the inference engine and explanation facility, as
shown in Figure 2. Since the knowledge
base is made up of both facts and rules,

This section describes a limited number
of fabric faults, their origins and solutions as drawn from [44] for the purposes
of this paper. This information is used in
the design of the expert system.
BAR. This is a general term covering a
number of specific faults in the form of
a bar, running across the full width of a
piece, which differs in appearance from
the adjacent normal cloth. It may be
shady or solid in appearance, and may or
may not run parallel with the picks.
n WEFT BAR: This is a bar that is solid
in appearance, is clearly defined, runs
parallel to the picks and contains a
weft (or wefts) that is different in
material, count, filament, twist, lustre,
colour or shade from the adjacent normal weft.
n SHADE BAR: This is a bar that has
developed a different shade from the
adjacent cloth during or subsequent to
dyeing and finishing, owing to damage
or contamination of otherwise normal
cloth or weft yarn prior to weaving.
n PICK BAR (STARTING PLACE):
This is a bar in which the picking space
is different from that in the normal
cloth. In this case, there is an isolated
narrow bar running parallel with the
picks, starting abruptly and gradually
shading away to normal cloth. This is
due to an abrupt change in pick spacing
followed by a gradual return to normal
pick spacing. Such a bar may occur on
restarting weaving after (i) finding a
pick, (ii) unweaving or pulling back,
(iii) prolonged loom stoppage.
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n PICK BAR (MOTION MARK or
WEAVING BAR): This is a bar in
which the picking space is different
from that in the normal cloth. In this
case, the bar usually shades away to
normal cloth at both its edges. It owes
its appearance to a change in pick
spacing, and may repeat at regular
intervals throughout an appreciable
length or even the whole length of a
piece. Such a bar is the result of some
mechanical fault on the loom, such as
faulty gearing in the take-up motion,
bent beam gudgeons, uneven or eccentric beam ruffles, uneven bearing
surfaces at some point in the let-off
motion, etc.
n TENSION BAR: This is a bar composed of weft yarn that has been
stretched more or less than the normal weft, prior to or during normal
weaving. This abnormal stretch may
have been imposed during winding,
by faulty manipulation or by some
mechanical fault in the machine; during weaving by incorrect tensioning in

the shuttle, or may have arisen owing
to the faulty yarn having been excessively moistened at some stage, and
consequently stretched more than the
normal yarn under the normal applied
tensions.
The knowledge base
The various fabric faults are represented
as objects in the knowledge base. An
object consists of the characteristics of
the fabric fault, and the methods that
manipulate these characteristics. For
example, the characteristics of a bar include its length, colour, cause, solution
and level of parallelisation to the flow of
the fabric.
Figure 3 shows the structure of the object descriptor in the knowledge base.
Each fabric fault shows its attributes
(e.g. length, colour, cause and solution
to a bar) and the operations to accept the
characteristics.
Inheritance is one of the characteristics
of objects. The pick bar (starting place)
and pick bar (motion marks) objects are
both variations of the pick bar. Therefore
they will inherit attributes of the pick bar
object such as the picking space in addition to their characteristics. That means,
therefore, that a pick bar (staring place)
will inherit the characteristics of both
the super objects, pick bar and bar, in
addition to its own, since the pick bar
also inherits from the object bar. Figure 4
shows the virtual structure of the object
pick bar (motion mark) after it has inherited the attributes and methods of the
super objects.
The rule base

Figure 4. Object structure for the motion
mark.

Figure 5. Rule-base object.

The idea of rule-based systems is to
represent a domain expert’s knowledge
in a form called rules. In a typical rulebased expert system, a rule consists of
several premises and a conclusion. If all
the premises are true, then the conclusion is considered true. For example, a
diagnosis is true only when the reasoning
is classified as a particular diagnosis. The
rules query-fault() and display-causeand-solution() would be in a separate
module (as shown in Figure 5) in the architecture, as they manipulate the objects
in the descriptor.
To reduce the complexity of coming up
with rules, a decision tree as shown in
Figure 6 is designed for the problem.
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Figure 6. Decision tree for fabric faults.

The resultant rules are as follows:
RULE WEFT BAR:
IF the bar is running across full width
AND weft different in material count, filament,
etc, from adjacent weft
THEN weft bar process
RULE SHADE BAR:
IF bar is running across full width
AND bar a different shade from material
THEN shade bar process
RULE PICK BAR:
IF the bar is running across full width
AND picking space of bar different from normal
cloth
AND running parallel with picks
THEN pick bar process
RULE MOTION MARK:
IF the bar is running across full width
AND picking space of bar different from normal
cloth
AND change in picking spaces repeats at regular
intervals
THEN motion mark process
RULE TENSION BAR:
IF bar is running across full width
AND weft yarn stretched more or less than
normal weft
THEN tension bar process
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The processes identified such as pick bar
process, motion mark process, etc, will
manipulate the objects in the knowledge
base descriptor.
Inference engine
The contents of the inference engine are
as follows:
method fabric faults
{ if (bar running across full width)
call method BAR
else
call method -----}
method bar
{ if (bar with different shade)
fault name is SHADE BAR
else
if bar of similar shade
call method NO SHADE}
method no shade
{ if (weft different in any of material, count, filament, etc, from adjacent)
fault name is WEFT BAR
else
call method NOT WEFT BAR}
method not weft bar
{ if (picking space of bar different from normal
cloth)
call method PICK BAR}
method pick bar
{ if (change in picking spaces at regular intervals)
call method PICK BAR(motion mark)
else
call method PICK BAR (starting place)}

The user interface
The user interface accepts the characteristics of faults identified, and comes up
with a diagnosis of the fault, cause and
solution. Characteristics such as length,
colour, shade, material of bar, count,
twist, stretch and picking space are captured, whichever is available.

n Advantages of approach
The object-oriented approach has the
following advantages: when the expert
system is large, complexity is reduced
through modularisations, that is, by
subdividing the system into manageable
size components, such as objects, and
establishing well-defined relationships
between them. The internal design of
each object is localised so that it does not
depend on the internal design of another
component. The design concepts are
separated from the implementation details. That means that rules are developed
separately from the objects that they
manipulate. Objects can be reused. They
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are written and debugged once, and then
matched to form new applications.
The advantage of separation of the various components is that each of these is
autonomous. What should be well-managed are the relationships between them.
Unlike the other systems that implement
a rule-based system as a library in objectoriented language, this architecture extends this further by applying object technologies to every single component of the
expert system, including the rule base.

n Conclusion
In this paper, an expert system architecture that marries object-technology
and rule-based reasoning is applied to
fabric fault analysis. The architecture
supports separation of object definitions
from rules that manipulate them in the
knowledge base, and separation of the
object-based knowledge base from the
object-based inference engine.
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